
Social revolt against all form of enslavement, is a true
answer to this capital total war against humanity

Social revolt against all form of enslavement, and directly organizing
of life as a human community ( without intermediate and 
representation of ownership, money, credit, power, privilege, 
permission , blessing……), to bring down the whole structure and 
pyramid of power, to wipe out all form of class society,  all form of 
mastery and enslavement….,  is the true liberation and a true answer 
to the historical question of organizing “society” on the base of 
power/enslavement

The target of this capitalist/ Lord  global waves of terror is you! It is 
your total being!

Their aim is to persevere/ top up their wealth/ power/mastery 
position on a global scale. This by attacking your total life and use 
their power to turning off your life , and striping you from your 
humanity and any  ability/space/ possibility to functioning like 
human being ( socially,  environmentally, biologically, mentally…)! 

Their aim is to, directly and totally, (digitally, credit base 
functioning, manipulation base promoting….) enslave you!  It is to 
own you, own your life, your being, your functions… and use this 
enslavement (ownership of you and your functions/ life and death!)  
as a control platform ( as a power drive process) for regenerate 
value, wealth, their mastery and privilege …

Their aim is a total ownership of the planet! Total stipe of human 
spices of organic/social ability of life and functions ( except of those 



functions/ dysfunctions that their wealth generating model is able to 
control and use, able to integrated in Value creating, switch them on /
off as an energy sources of their model )…

This is a total war against our existence! 
It is a war of their power for global domination and control off 
everything for themselves against human spices!
It is a war against human spices !

Everything is happening to us, to life, to planet…  is directly under 
their command! It is their terror and weapon to drive us for where 
they want us to go and do! They were and are Episodes of their class
war  against human spices!

From Pentagon to CCP, to Club of Rome, to WHO, WEF…  What 
they do, promote, bring about, dictate … is a mean and  their terror 
to achieve their goal! 

So

The true answer to this total war ( to save humanity, planet, live... 
as one action and one direct program) is a total rebellion! Total 
dismantle and distraction of their power and control! It is a total 
social disobedience, from and against everything they say, they do, 
they promote, they dictate… it is a Total Social revolution ( as 
deeper and wider as possible! )

lesson to them, following them, submissiveness to their agendas , 
justifications for their power and behaves ( King Bill Gates, Elon 
Musk, CCP, BIC, Club of Room’s, NATO, Meta,  WHO, WEF ….. ),
and  any hesitation to take direct action to protect our life against 



them and to librate ourselves from them is our weakness and our 
contribution to our own slotter! It is a real force for their 
manipulation and execution power over us!

We are not their followers, we are not lessons, we are not 
submissive, we are not petty projectors … but very opposite: we 
are a total rejects of them, their existence, their restrain and 
their total war against/ to control our life! 

We want to live! And Our life is everything! We are fighting by 
our life/ for our life to end their power and their war! 

Demonstration against State /EU

Their is not a short cut, a side way, a local, a personal, an isolated 
project… to avoid or by pass this war! Not there is not!
Their is not a middle ground, a collation way, an institution, a
 leader, a party , a ready force platform … to do this fighting



 through. No there is not!

Our common life, Our direct force and interest, our anti class and 
anti slavery understanding of society, above all our permanent need 
and interaction with total nature for human development… is our 
program, our direction and our force against all form of 
enslavement!

 The true and direct answer to this total war is a total revolution! 
Starting with rejection/ dismantle of  capital/state power and all its 
form and platforms of organization, of organizing/ruling society 
through means of exploitations- extraction-  manipulation- sacrifices
( Money, property,work, trade , war, Media, political shows….) and 
anti human social constructions: workers/boss citizen /self 
obedience/ political force, lessons , sheep/ cattle type of obedience,   
privet/public clubs …. and all other forms which serve their interest .

Takeover the main Motorway / Africa



Their live is their power, it is their force and manipulation
ambition, it is also their gan on our head!  their existence is their
 everything, and it is a master of our slavery! It is our slavery! 

These super riches , these masters, these manipulates, these gambrels
with our life… they can not live without power, with out war, 
without our submission, without permanent experiment with our life,
without their modification to our being and pushing us into 
inhumanity and beyond! We must start our rebellion with the 
rejection of their existence!  That is the clear pass toward new life! 
Common and true harmony ( with ourselves and our direct 
needs, with each-others and their needs, with the whole nature 
and its unlimited open sources of energy and life..) ! 

Neurotechnology weapons of manipulation and control. Enslavement and 
elimination ! from Dr James Giordano, Neurology and biochemistry  presentation , 
Georgetown University



From the capital historical domination and rules of our live, and 
from the post shook of dismantling what was common as a “norm”,  
and also from the confusion and dis bevels that attach to it, there are 
many attempts, mixture ideologues, projects and so on to “fight 
back” this destructive capitalist attack, this “hijacking of capital and 
state”, this “abnormality and madness of elite”  …. as they say and 
bring back capital/state and its forces to its own since and its 
“normal and peaceful” social functions!

They want to do this through a good well of small capitalist, good 
governments and leaders,  political/religieuse platforms, through 
rejuvenating industrial-digital-social projects for all …. and so on!  
This is to “limit the power of financial” and  “ save capital from 
financiers and for the benefit of the all class”!  What a “wonderful 
makeover” of the brutal reality! 

What ever the reasons and justification of these mixture pro capital 
attempts, the true is they are all relying on the power of capital and 
State to fight the same capital and state which design, develop, 
Share, promote and dictate the terror of the super rich!! 
These “disappointment with the moral/power of super reach”  are 
looking head-down and searching capital ground for capitalist 
solution to capitalist global war! That is in the frame of capital itself!
What a joke!

 These types of “reaction, fight/critic, search for good solution” to 
only current repression ( not to the natural of power and class 
society)  will all other die-out or reintegrate into new norm of 
capitalist mode of society! They are all false hope and distraction to 
our fundamental struggle in the first place! The sooner highlighting 



their mixture content, their procapitalist interest and their false 
liberation clams are the better for our movement ! 

Our movement feel, understand, recognize and organize itself 
against this super rich (also value historical progress) war as a per-
designing program and political agenda by the trillionths capitalists 
and their over- governmental ( super) political party, For extending 
their “absolute” control over every function and movement in 
society ( see Agustin Carstens, the head of BIS, presenting their 
reason for dictating CBDC). 
They ( also value) simply want land, water, air , energy and all other 
resources with a very  limited, well control, programmed and 
reproduced ( up and down up to their agendas!) servant population .

pictures from Al/ Haaretz and Aawsat. Com  ..    Humanity in the hand of Capital/ State
A true example of the New Word order in action!  As you can see,  the target is us, it is 
elimination of our life . The aim and the out come is more Wealth, resources and power,  without  
humanity! Without us! With minimum slaves!    



Turn the world and beyond ( with everything on/in ) into their 
property, their slaves and trad patents and use it as their properties 
according to their vision and power!
This war is not just attack on workers, farmers and a small 
producers, not just eliminating use value and material life, but is also
a direct takeover of many intermediate and secondary layer of 
capital and ownership itself, this is a natural tendency of 
capital/Value itself, in its progress against its base/element of life and
much much more to come… 
With this fundamental attack, by the super reach and their 
international party, on “productive force”: on life and beings, on 
population and its living environment, on social interaction and 
social functioning … and on humanity as a whole, that is to protect 
their wealth and their Sate from the historical force of social 
revolution in the first place, and to attack and dismantle that 
historical party , kill its living force and integrate its leftover in 
itself,  in whatever way profitable to him,  also to gobbling and 
vacuum sucking/fish netting/ massive stilling of what is still 
“common wealth, common life, common beings” that was exist 
outside their full control ,  and eliminating “useless eaters”, extra 
material cost, time consuming production force and productions, trad
, transport and unprofitable economy, also collecting  others 
positions ( land., water, air, space, biological / social function….) 
and turn and patent all  into their property/Asset / capital/ ownership/
into their family base wealth  and power!  
Today there is an important waking up, rebellions , resistance and 
fighting back around the world against this super rich’s war on our
life . 
The main contradictory between human species and capital is a 
driving force of this awakens! The clear antagonism of  humanity/ 
life/ whole living against capital accumulation,  and  capitalist way 



of “life” and elimination of humanity in its process of never in-itself 
ending domination..! 

In 2023, State in Iran 
executed at lest 834 
people, most of them 
were from our anti 
repression movement!

EU- Farmers against World order attack on their life and life 
stokes!

Our historical movement is in its clear and direct pass in 
recognizing and expressing itself as a living movement of life and 
human species against class - power and its permanent wealth/war 
base society. 



This our clear movement, for ones and all, put in its dustbin the old
ideologies and manipulation programs of left and right, progress and 
backward,  economical and political  “struggles”,  immediate and 
historical interest and many more manipulation programs. And also  
“new” health, claimer, depopulation, digital terror ... !

Africa/ revolt against global repression to their life



We are awake and we are fighting back …

Forward to generalization of this quality of understanding, 
organizing and  social struggling of our universal/species movement 
and deeper means us possible)! Of total overcome capital society 
and its never ending terror!   
Forward to global social revolution from and for all of humanity 

Down with capitalism with all its forms 
Forward to our global revolution

Forward to a true and a historical/spices common 
humanity
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